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In this paper, we propose a novel and effective algorithm for tracking soccer players in goal scenes, by
eliminating fast camera motions effect through the correspondence between line marks in soccer field
model and image sequences. The proposed algorithm comprises four steps. At the first step, we introduce
an automatic grass field extraction algorithm that is tested for various soccer video types and conditions.
The field line marks, which are used to locate the players, are detected at the second step using Hough
Transform and tracked in all frames by predicting their positions using Kalman Filter. At the third step,
we introduce a novel approach for estimating the players’ positions during the course of tracking players.
We estimate a player’s position in the current frame by observing his position in the old frame within the
soccer field model, using Perspective Transformation of the old frame to the real world coordinate sys-
tem, and then by projecting back the obtained player’s position into the current frame. At the final step,
the players are tracked by applying the region-based detection algorithm, the Histogram Back-Projection
algorithm or a combination of the Merge-Split approach and the Template-Matching algorithm around
the estimated positions, depending on whether or not the occlusion has occurred and if yes, how it
has occurred. Then their memberships are identified by an algorithm that employs both appearance
and spatial information of the players. Image sequences of different soccer games were captured from
different sources, and all experiments were performed off-line. The results of our experimentations show
that our algorithm is highly robust to occlusion, different soccer field colours, different lights such as sun-
light and spotlight, shadows of players and fading the whole screen due to fast camera movements.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the field of machine vision, tracking moving objects in image
sequences is an interesting and a difficult problem. Tracking mov-
ing objects is applied in different application areas including hu-
man body tracking, traffic monitoring, sport match analyzing and
medical image processing.

In most multiplayer games like soccer, interesting and valuable
events occur only in a small portion of the game period especially
at goal scenes. Furthermore, coaches and spectators are interested
in the goal scenes for different reasons. Due to the importance of
these events in a soccer game, we address the problem of soccer
players tracking only in goal scenes in this paper.

The research on various aspects of soccer video analysis has
been growing in the recent years. Gong et al. [1] introduced a sys-
tem to classify a sequence of soccer frames into various categories
such as shot at left goal, top-left corner, right penalty area, mid-
field, etc. The foregone introduced system is based on soccer field
model, ball, players and motion vectors. Soccer shots are classi-
ll rights reserved.
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fied into three kinds of views including long shots, in-field med-
ium shots and out-of-field or close-up shots [2]. Xu et al. [3]
detected that the game is whether in play status or in break.
Highlighted soccer scenes like goal scenes are extracted by object
features in [4], by cinematic features in [5,6] and by audio and vi-
deo information in [7,8]. Utsumi et al. [9] detected and tracked
players based on their colour rarity and local edge properties.
Seo et al. [10] and Yoon et al. [11] proposed systems for mosaic-
ing a sequence of soccer images and tracking players based on
Template-Matching algorithm. The players’ positions at the next
frame are predicted by Kalman Filter in [10] and by nearest
neighbourhood in [11]. Also, the next players’ positions are pre-
dicted by assuming that a player moves at a constant velocity
during a short period of time and then tracked by extracting play-
ers’ colourful uniforms in [12]. Vandenbroucke et al. [13] and
Lefevre et al. [14] used active contour concept to track soccer
players. At the first step of these researches, the players are sep-
arated into two teams based on their colour characteristics. Then,
players of each team are extracted by corresponding deformable
snakes. Both [13] and [14], however, are unable to separate some
players where they are in close distance of each other (in [13] this
happens when players belong to the same team). Some tracking
systems such as [15,16] proposed to use multiple cameras in their
projects.
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Similarly, some researches are reported in other multiplayer
games such as squash [17], handball [18,19] and football [20,21].
Intille and Bobick [20,21] tracked players by defining closed-world
as a space-time region of an image sequence where contextual
information like the number and the type of objects within the re-
gion is assumed to be known.

To the best of our knowledge, no previous work on goal scenes
of a soccer game has been reported that considers fast camera
movement, complex and dynamic shot and rapid moving players.
Applying conventional algorithms for tracking players in soccer
games that contain small and non-rigid objects in low resolution
video image sequences usually fails. The failure is due to the fact
that, they have only used low-level information and have not
exploited the global information such as field model.

In our proposed algorithm, for the first frame of a shot, the
grass field region is extracted by some low level image processing
using the dominant colour components of the soccer images.
Then, the players are detected by a region-based detection algo-
rithm in the field region. Soccer field line marks are detected
and tracked by employing an approach, which is a combination
of Hough Transform and Kalman Filter. Our proposed algorithm
for tracking players in the subsequent frames consists of the fol-
lowing global steps:

(1) Find players’ positions in the old frame on a pre-specified
model (i.e. soccer field coordinate system).

(2) Find the players’ positions in the current frame by projecting
back the obtained players’ positions in the previous step into
the current frame.

(3) Detect players by a region-based detection algorithm in
cases in which there are no occlusions. Otherwise, Tem-
plate-Matching, Merge-Split or Histogram Back-Projection
algorithm is used to resolve occlusion, depending on how
occlusion occurs.

The novelty of our proposed approach relies mainly on prevail-
ing over the large changes between two consecutive frames in the
image space, created due to fast camera movement, as the camera-
man tries to follow the position of the ball. To achieve this goal, we
calculate these changes in the field model, which results in small
changes. As a result, by eliminating camera motions effect, estima-
tion of players’ positions will be more accurate.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
the grass field extraction algorithm is introduced. Detecting and
tracking soccer field line marks using combination of Hough Trans-
form and Kalman Filter is presented in Section 3. The detailed
explanations about procedures used for finding players including
players detecting, memberships identifying, players’ positions esti-
mating and players tracking are given in Section 4. Finally, the
experimental results and conclusions are summarized in Sections
5 and 6, respectively.

2. Grass field extraction

2.1. Background

Since both player detection algorithm and field line marks
detection algorithm rely on accurate field detection, we have to
use a fully automatic and robust grass field extraction algorithm.
In most previous work, it is assumed that the soccer field has
one distinct dominant colour of green and it compasses a large area
of an image sequence, especially in long and medium shots, which
comprises the major parts of the whole video. For example, hue
values in HSV (Hue-Saturation-Value) space for the grass field
are set from 54 to 90 in [3], from 60 to 150 in [9] and from 65 to
85 in [2] for their soccer images. Furthermore, Ekin et al. [5] pro-
posed a dominant field colour detection algorithm by the mean va-
lue of each colour component, which are computed around their
respective histogram peaks in HSV space.

Some researches have used RGB (Red–Green–Blue) space
[10,11]. Yoon et al. [11] suggested the following rules to extract
the field.

Oðx; yÞ ¼ 1; if

IGðx; yÞ > IRðx; yÞ;
IGðx; yÞ > IBðx; yÞ;
IRðx; yÞ � Rpeak

�� �� < Rt ;

IGðx; yÞ � Gpeak

�� �� < Gt;

IBðx; yÞ � Bpeak

�� �� < Bt ;

GLðx; yÞ < GLt

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

0; otherwise

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð1Þ

where O(x, y) is the binary output image, IR, IG and IB indicate the R,
G and B values at each pixel with their peak values represented by
Rpeak, Gpeak and Bpeak, andRt, Gt and Bt are the threshold values for R,
G and B, respectively. The GL(x, y) is the gray level image and GLt re-
fers to the threshold value for GL(x, y).

The above conditions consider dominant green colour (1st and
2nd rules), ground colour (3rd to 5th rules) and discrimination be-
tween a line and the ground (6th rule). The authors pre-set thresh-
old values of Rt, Gt and Bt to 10, 15 and 10, respectively, and then
control them according to the deviation variance from peak values.
They also set threshold value of GLt to 150 for all soccer video
types. They did not introduce any complete and exact algorithm
to control the threshold values.

2.2. Our field extraction algorithm

In our experiments with various image sequences, we realized
that the proper threshold values chosen by Yoon’s algorithm vary
from one image sequence to another, depending on weather condi-
tions, lighting and different soccer field colours. We improved the
Yoon’s algorithm in such a manner that it extracts the grass field
precisely and automatically for each image sequence, no matter
what the conditions are.

Practically verified, as shown in Fig. 1, the histogram distribu-
tion of the grass-colour for each colour component is not symmet-
ric with respect to the peak values; hence, the selection of peak
value is not an appropriate criterion to be used in finding the de-
sired interval in Eq. (1). Therefore, similar to Ekin’s system [3],
we select the colour mean value in the vicinity of the peak value
in each colour component (A = {R, G, B}) defined by

A0peak ¼
P

HðiÞPa�HðApeakÞi � HðiÞP
HðiÞPa�HðApeakÞHðiÞ

ð2Þ

where Apeak refers to the peak value, H(i) is the value of the ith index
of colour histogram and constant coefficient, a, indicates which
indices must be selected with respect to peak count. We proposed
the following equations for selecting the threshold values:

At ¼ stdðIAðx; yÞÞ for ðx; yÞ 2 HAðIAðx; yÞÞP a � Apeak ð3Þ
GLt ¼ GLpeak þ b:stdðGLðx; yÞÞ ð4Þ

where b is a pre-defined constant coefficient and std(�) indicates
standard deviation from A0peak. We assume a and b, 0.1 and 0.75,
respectively. In Fig. 1, comparison between our proposed algorithm
and Yoon’s algorithm is illustrated. Histograms of different colour
components along with the gray level histogram of the input frame
are shown in this figure.

Fig. 2 illustrates the detected grass field area for the three sam-
ple images selected from different types of soccer videos. It should
be noted that the players and line marks on the soccer field are pre-



Fig. 3. (a) Original image, (b) candidate line pixels.

Fig. 1. Comparison of grass field extraction between our algorithm and Yoon’s
algorithm, (a) original frame, (b–e) histograms of red, green and blue components
and gray level histogram of the input frame, respectively, (f) Yoon’s algorithm, (g)
our algorithm.

Fig. 2. Grass field detection results, (a–c) three sample images from different types
of soccer videos, (d–f) corresponding grass field detection using our algorithm.
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served, no matter what kind of field is considered. Our experimen-
tal results show that it’s not necessary to change a and b for vari-
ous soccer video types and conditions.

3. Field line marks detection

As mentioned before, our players tracking algorithm is based on
field line marks detection, so at this step it is important to select
candidate line pixels, accurately. In most cases, line marks are
white in colour, but sometimes there are other white objects in
the images, which might confuse the system. Other objects such
as TV logos, advertisement billboards, the spectators, or even the
players themselves can have white coloured parts. Moreover, the
parts of line marks may not have pure white colour due to wear,
tear and low resolution.

In order to detect line pixels of the field, we first apply a two-
dimensional filter, h, defined by Eq. (5) on the gray level image,
which is obtained from the colour image. To remove regions
belonging to other objects, those pixels containing more than
75% of non-grass pixels in a 10 by 10 neighbourhood are removed.

h ¼
�2 1 �2
1 4 1
�2 1 �2

0
B@

1
CA: ð5Þ

Furthermore, to eliminate the pixels with low RGB values or low
gradients, the candidate pixels must satisfy both conditions, given
below:

IAðx; yÞ > Apeak þ At
2 for all A 2 fR;G;Bg;

GLðx; yÞ > GLt

(
ð6Þ

This gives rise to more accurate results. Then, we apply thinning
morphology in order to eliminate extra pixels. The candidate line
pixels detected in a sample image are shown in Fig. 3. Finally
Hough Transform is applied on the selected candidate line pixels
to detect the line marks.
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In order to reduce the line detection error, we track the detected
lines in the subsequent frames. Since detection of line marks in
each frame by Hough Transform is computationally expensive,
we use Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) in a Hough space, developed
by Mills et al. [22], to track those lines that are detected during the
first frame. By this algorithm, searching for Hough parameters is
restricted to a small part of accumulator array; hence, the effi-
ciency of the Hough Transform computations is improved.

In Mill’s algorithm, the positions of a set of n lines in each frame
are estimated by Kalman Filter. These lines are assumed to be mov-
ing with constant translational and rotational velocity in the image
plane. The state vector consists of the coordinates of each line (qi, hi

for 1 6 i 6 n) and their motion parameters (centre of rotation, (x,
y), the rotational velocity, x, and the translational velocity (u, v))
defined by

stþ1 ¼

xtþ1

ytþ1

utþ1

vtþ1

xtþ1

q1;tþ1

h1;tþ1

..

.

qn;tþ1

hn;tþ1

2
66666666666666666664

3
77777777777777777775

¼

xt þ ut

yt þ vt

ut

vt

xt

r1;t

h1;t þxt

..

.

rn;t

hn;t þxt

2
66666666666666666664

3
77777777777777777775

¼ f ðstÞ ð7Þ

where subscript t refers to frame number and ri, t is given by

ri;t ¼ qi;t � xt cosðhi;tÞ � yt sinðhi;tÞ þ ðxt þ utÞ cosðhi;t þxtÞ
þ ðyt þ vtÞ sinðhi;t þxtÞ ð8Þ

with a measurement by a Hough Transform that is

mt ¼ ½q1;t ; h1;t ; . . . ;qn;t; hn;t�T ð9Þ
Fig. 4. The successive results of applying the line tracking algorithm on a sample
image sequence with fast operation of camera.
Two error vectors associated with the EKF are given by

wt ¼ ½eu; ev; ex; eq1
; eh1 ; . . . ; eqn

; ehn �
T ð10Þ

vt ¼ ½eq1
; eh1 ; . . . ; eqn

; ehn �
T ð11Þ

Parameters eu, ev and e x are related to errors caused by supposing
u, v and x as constant values. Parameters eqi

and ehi
are errors of

independent deviation from the motion model for the ith line. The
measurements of q and h for the ith line in Eq. (9) introduce errors
eqi

and eh1 due to quantization of the Hough accumulator. The suc-
cessive results of applying the explained line tracking algorithm on
a sample image sequence with fast operation of camera can be seen
in Fig. 4.

4. Players detection and tracking

In the first frame, on the non-field pixels of the image, the play-
ers are detected using a region-based detection algorithm. The
team membership of each player is identified using Ratio Histo-
grams and their spatial content information. For other frames,
the initial position of each player is estimated by camera motions
effect elimination, and then players are tracked by searching the
region of players around the estimated positions. Tracking algo-
rithm must be robust to changes in view, player’s posture, occlu-
sion and fading. The flowchart shown in Fig. 5, displays the
complete procedure for our proposed system. Details of our algo-
rithm will be discussed in the following section.

4.1. Players detection

Detection of the players is performed based on the region-
based detection algorithm by applying a 3 � 3 Median Filter
and Connected Component Labelling algorithm on non-grass re-
gion (grass region is extracted in Section 2). This eliminates thin
lines and noises and also changes the shape of players’ pixels into
blobs. However, when two players are located within the vicinity
of each other, the Median Filter causes the players to be con-
nected to each other through a narrow gulf. Hence, we used
Opening Morphology [23] using the structuring element illus-
trated in Fig. 6, in order to separate objects that are joined to each
other by a narrow gulf. The Opening Operation is an important
step for removing these connected pixels, as shown in Fig. 7.
Moreover, in order to achieve more accurate results, other restric-
tions such as area (at least 50) and ratio of major length to minor
length (up to 6) are applied. Also, regions allocated to TV logos
and advertisement billboards must be removed. The TV logos
are usually located in a fixed position on the image sequence,
so they can be detected by low temporal illumination variance.
For detection of advertisement billboards, we check their posi-
tions in the field model as well.

Results of our proposed players detection algorithm for sample
images of Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 8. It should be noted that we also
created a template for each extracted player’s region that will be
used for membership identification and players tracking. Each
template is made of two matrices. One matrix is a binary matrix
in which the ON values are assigned to players and OFF values
are assigned to non-player objects. The other matrix includes col-
our values of players’ pixels.

In some cases, such as fast camera operations, players could ap-
pear faded in the scene. This may cause the player’s region detec-
tion to fail. Thus, in cases where the players detection fails, the
grass field extraction step may be performed with new parameters
so that the probability of players detection is improved by decreas-
ing threshold valuesRt, Gt, Bt and GLt. Then, the region-based detec-
tion algorithm is applied. This process is repeated until the region
of player is detected. Besides, if any occlusion is detected in the
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Fig. 5. The flowchart of our proposed players tracking procedure for each frame after initialization process.

Fig. 7. Players detection result, (a) original image same as Fig. 2a, (b) applying
median filtering and connected component labelling algorithm without using
opening operation, (c) applying opening operation separates the overlapped
players. Separation of other players is not possible at this step.

Fig. 6. Structuring element used in our opening morphology.
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extracted region, we regard this region as not belonging to the
player. Since in the state where occlusion or fading occurs it’s dif-
ficult to extract all of the player’s pixels, the player’s template will
be updated by its player’s region only when there’s neither occlu-
sion nor fading.

4.2. Membership identification

In the grass field area of the goal scenes, there are players of
competing teams, referees and a goal keeper whose colours of uni-
forms are different; hence, a player team membership could be
determined by Ratio Histograms proposed by Swan et al. [24]. Gi-
ven a pair of histograms, I (input image) and M (membership mod-
el), each containing n bins, the Ratio Histogram Ri is defined as



Fig. 8. Players detection results, (a–b) two sample images same as Fig. 2b and c,
(c–d) corresponding players detection using region-based detection algorithm.
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Ri ¼min
Mi

Ii
;1

� �
ð12Þ

where i refers to the index of bins in the histogram. Higher ratio value
shows better fit to the model. Although in most cases, the players’
memberships could be determined using the histograms alone; nev-
ertheless, in some cases due to colour of shirts, shorts and socks and
similarity between them, using the Ratio Histograms may not be a
good choice. Hence, a different approach, as explained below, is used.

First, the templates of input player and each membership are
partitioned into m blocks, and the Ratio Histograms for the corre-
sponding blocks are determined. Then, the players’ memberships
are determined based on voting performed on m blocks. In our
experiments, the blocks are partitioned into 5 equal levels. In this
way, not only the appearance information is used but also the
information of spatial content is incorporated for membership
identification.

4.3. Players’ positions estimation

Usually in a goal scene of a soccer video, the TV producers have
to perform quick panning and zooming in order to follow players
and the ball. This results in changing of view and position of ob-
Fig. 9. Detecting player’s position, (a) old frame with only one of the players
highlighted, (b) corresponding position of the highlighted box shown in the current
frame, (c) highlighted box projected and shown in the field model, (d) player’s
position following the projective mapping step.
jects with respect to the image. In other words, although the posi-
tion of objects does not change considerably with respect to the
field model, due to limitation of objects speed, their positions have
large changes with respect to the image coordinate system in the
state where fast camera operation is carried out. Furthermore,
since players movements in goal scenes are erratic and change of
trajectories are sudden, we can’t always model the players’ paths.

In the literatures, estimation of players’ positions in the subse-
quent frame is based on their positions in the preceding frames
with respect to the current image. In contrast, we first locate play-
ers in the world coordinate system (i.e. the field model) for the old
frame, and then estimate players’ positions by computing the cor-
responding positions in the current frame.

In the first step, player’s position is projected on the field model
employing a Perspective Transformation using four control points,
selected from the old frame. Then, player’s position in the field
model is projected back on the current frame using a similar trans-
formation. By applying Perspective Transformation on each pixel of
image, corresponding point in the field model is obtained [25].1

The Perspective Transformation is defined as

x01
x02
x03

0
B@

1
CA ¼

h11 h12 h13

h21 h22 h23

h31 h32 h33

2
64

3
75

x1

x2

x3

0
B@

1
CA or x0 ¼ Hx ð13Þ

The matrix H is called a homogeneous Matrix (only ratios of terms
are important). There are eight independent ratios in Perspective
Transformation. It follows that projectivity has eight degrees of
freedom. Hence, Perspective Transformation parameters, hij, are cal-
culated by selecting the four corresponding points between image
and field model, and then solving the following equations

x0 ¼ x01
x03
¼ h11xþ h12yþ h13

h31xþ h32yþ h33
¼ h011xþ h012yþ 1

h031xþ h032yþ 1
ð14Þ

y0 ¼ x02
x03
¼ h21xþ h22yþ h23

h31xþ h32yþ h33
¼ h021xþ h022yþ 1

h031xþ h032yþ 1
ð15Þ

h0ij ¼
hij

h33
ð16Þ

Note that the matrix H can be multiplied by an arbitrary non-
zero number without altering the projective transformation.

Since, we are only interested in scenes leading to a goal in a soc-
cer match, for candidate control points we consider line marks in
the penalty area and also the intersections of two horizontal lines
and two vertical lines. In reality, in most goal scene sequences,
there are at least two horizontal lines and two vertical lines avail-
able. Note that it is not required that the intersection points them-
selves lie inside the image area, since their positions can be
calculated by the line parameters.

In Fig. 9, a box is drawn to indicate player’s position in the old
frame (Fig. 9a) and its current position following a projective map-
ping (Fig. 9d) and without mapping (Fig. 9b). As shown in Fig. 9d,
the bounded box that is located on the player is relatively exact
and only few mismatches are noticeable due to the player move-
ment. This illustrates that even when a player moves fast towards
the goalpost, the player’s position change is very small in the field
model. Therefore, by mapping the player’s position to the field
model, player’s position estimation will be robust.

Considering the above notes, in order to map the pixels belong-
ing to the image plane into the standard soccer field model and
1 Projectivity Definition: A projectivity is an invertible mapping h from P2 to itself
such that three points x1, x2 and x3 lie on the same line if and only if h(x1), h(x2) and
h(x3) do [23]. Projectivity Theorem: A mapping h:P2 ? P2 is a projectivity if and only
if there exists a non-singular 3 � 3 matrix H such that for any point in P2, represented
by a vector x, h(x)=Hx [23].
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vice versa, it is required to find two horizontal lines and two verti-
cal lines in the image plane and their corresponding lines in the
model. It should be noted that in a soccer field, there are three hor-
izontal lines and six vertical lines, which could be observed near
the goalpost. Therefore, the combinatorial number of possible
ways that may be considered under the mapping is equal to 45
(C(3,2) � C(6,2)), which C(n,r) is defined as

Cðn; rÞ ¼ n!

ðn� rÞ!r!
ð17Þ

For each combination, the Perspective Transformation parame-
ters are obtained and they are back projected into the candidate
line pixels of the image (refer to Section 3 for extracting candidate
line pixels). For those line pixels that are back projected on the im-
age (the line pixels that are outside the image borders are not con-
sidered) a reward (positive score) is assigned if any candidate line
pixel exists. Otherwise, punishment (negative score) is assigned.
The combination with the highest score is selected as the final re-
sult. Also, in order to consider error in our mapping, the candidate
line pixels are dilated by the structure element shown in Fig. 6, be-
fore any Back-Projection.

It should be noted that when the distance between the detected
lines is further, the actual estimated players’ positions will be more
accurate. For this reason, whenever possible, those detected lines
that are farthest apart from each other are used for tracking, i.e.
lines such as those highlighted in Fig. 4a. During the tracking step,
when any lines are disappeared from the tracking list, the missing
lines are replaced with a new set of lines, which are detected in the
new frame, e.g. the new line shown in Fig. 4d.

4.4. Players tracking

Player’s position in the world coordinate system is estimated
using a soccer field model for the current frame with respect to
the player’s position in the preceding frame. This is the main ap-
proach for our tracking algorithm. This causes the camera motions
effect to be eliminated, while a player around its position is
searched. In the first step, the position of each player is detected
in the current frame (refer to Section 4.3). In the second step, a re-
gion-based detection algorithm is performed to extract players’ re-
gions. Since the position of each player changes with respect to the
field, due to the player movement and/or projection error, we ap-
ply the region-based detection algorithm in an extended area of
estimated player’s region.

In tracking step, the major problem is occlusion. Gabriel et al.
[26] divided the Occlusion Reasoning algorithms into two major
classes, the Merge-Split approach and Straight-Through approach.
In Merge-Split approach, when several blobs are predicated as
being occluded, they are merged and encapsulated into a new sin-
gle blob. In this case, the new blob is an active blob and is tracked
using its new feature characteristic. On the other hand, upon sep-
aration of a blob from encapsulation, the new generated blob is de-
tected and identified using the features before encapsulation. In
this approach, the Occlusion Reasoning consists of three parts:
(1) occlusion predication, (2) splitting predication and (3) blob
identification. In Straight-Through approach, the tracking is based
on individual blobs, even in the presence of occlusion. In this case,
the blobs are not merged, but they are continuously tracked indi-
vidually; therefore, it is necessary that the pixels belonging to an
object are classified.

In the image sequences of the soccer games we used in our
experiments, the player images have low resolutions and are
deformable. Employing Straight-Through approach requires the
features to be robust and be able to be extracted in all cases. How-
ever, in some cases (especially for the beginning frames of occlu-
sion) it is possible to use the most updated template of the
players and employing the Template-Matching algorithm to dis-
criminate occluded objects. Thus, for small occlusion scenario,
the Template-Matching algorithm is used. In other cases, the
Merge-Split approach is used. In this regard, by referring to the
tracking list of players, the following steps are repeated until the
list is reduced to one player within a blob.

First, for those players who are either separated or detected by
Template-Matching algorithm in the preceding frames, their tem-
plates are convolved with the input image, on the search region,
and the region with highest similarity index is found. The similar-
ity index used here is based on Euclidean distance between RGB
pixels of the input image and RGB pixels of the template. It should
be noted that only active pixels on the template (ON values in cor-
responding binary matrix) are used for similarity index computa-
tion. If the computed similarity index is high enough then the
detected region is assigned to the player, and player’s pixels are
eliminated from non-grass region for further processing. Following
the Template-Matching algorithm step and elimination of some
non-grass region, the largest region is assigned to other occluded
players. If the remaining region is not large enough, we label the
players as hidden.

In the tracking process, if there are more blobs on the search re-
gions, it is necessary that the separated players are identified. As-
sume that object A is identified as a blob before occlusion.
Following any separation from an occlusion, there exist two cases
for identification of object A:

(1) The membership of object A is easily differentiable from
other encapsulated objects.

(2) There are other objects on the encapsulated objects similar
to object A.

The problem, mentioned for the first case, is easily resolved
using the information of colour (refer to Section 4.2). In the second
case, the information of appearance for object A before occlusion is
not enough, because there are other objects with the same mem-
bership as object A in the encapsulation. In this case, assuming
constant speed and direction for objects in occlusion with respect
to the field model, the estimated nearest distance of objects is
used.

The aforementioned operations are executed when players are
occluded by each other. In the cases where the occlusions occur be-
tween players and the TV logos or advertisement billboards, we
use the Histogram Back-Projection algorithm [24]. In this algo-
rithm, the Ratio Histogram (refer to Section 4.2) of a player’s tem-
plate is back projected into the searched area and the region with
the most similarity index is assigned to player’s region. As men-
tioned earlier, in case of occlusion, the player’s template is not up-
dated. Also, upon arrival of any new players into the scene, the
search is performed in the border area of the image. When a new
player is inserted to the tracking list, player’s region is assigned
to its template.

5. Experimental results

The proposed algorithm has been tested on real image se-
quences of goal scenes that were totally eight minutes long and
had been captured by different sources, i.e. VHS tapes, TV cards
and commercial compact-disks. The image sequences were ob-
tained from different games, played under sunlight and spotlight
conditions. The database was composed of 126 clips of different
resolutions at 25 or 30 frames per second, which were transformed
to DIVXMPG4 format. This algorithm was implemented in MATLAB
on Windows XP using a PC ATHLON XP 2000 with 1.67 GHz proces-
sor. The computation period for tracking players depended on
many factors, such as the number of players, occlusion, image size,



Table 1
Players detection comparison using 15411 players of the 126 clips

Criterion Our algorithm Yoon’s algorithm Ekin’s algorithm

TD 13 403 11 532 12 495
FPD 1524 4681 1833
FND 2008 3879 2916
+Predictivity 89.79 75.32 87.20
Sensitivity 86.97 74.82 81.07

Fig. 10. Some of the samples in which the proper lines could not be detected by our
system. The lines are blurring due to fast camera movement and all of them are
difficult to be detected (In these samples, some horizontal lines are not detected by
our algorithm).
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noise, etc. In average, the time required to process each frame was
about 1.5 s.

5.1. Players detection

Our players detection algorithm is evaluated using different im-
age sequences and our results are compared with other algorithms.
We used our modified threshold value as defined in Eq. (2) and
compared it to the algorithms proposed by Yoon and Ekin. Without
loss of generality, due to the large amount of data, we only used
one fourth of all frames in the 126 clips. All three algorithms are
evaluated under the following conditions:

� When two or more players are occluded, they are considered as
one player

� When there is any player near the border lines of a frame where
it’s not detected easily, we do not consider this player in our
counting

� Players that are occluded by the TV Logos or advertisement bill-
boards are not counted in our experiments

This decision could be made to be independent of user, when
these conditions are applied to all three algorithms. In any case,
under small occlusion, if any of the three algorithms identifies a
player as a separate player, whereas the other two algorithms
would not do so, then an error is counted for these two algo-
rithms. As an example, for the player shown in Fig. 7, which
has been separated from other occluded players, as a result of
applying Opening operator, if any of the three algorithms detects
it as one separate player then it should be detected by other
algorithms as well; otherwise, an error is assigned to these algo-
rithms. Also, for the players who are in the vicinity of image
borders, TV logos or advertisement billboards, if at least one of
the three algorithms is able to detect them, then counting is cor-
rect. On the other hand, if all algorithms fail to detect this
player, we ignore it and do not consider it in our counting. For
example, the player on the left side of Fig. 13b is not considered
in our players counting because it has not been detected by any
of the algorithms.

The performance of all three mentioned algorithms, under sim-
ilar conditions, are compared and shown in Table 1. The following
quantitative criteria, i.e. True Detection (TD), False Positive Detec-
tion (FPD), False Negative Detection (FND), Positive Predictivity
and Sensitivity are used for comparison. The Positive Predictivity
and Sensitivity are defined by

þ Predictivity ¼ TD
TDþ FPD

ð18Þ

Sensitivity ¼ TD
TDþ FND

ð19Þ
Table 2
Players tracking result using the 126 clips

Criterion Our algorithm

TD 18 124
FPD 1909
FND 771
+Predictivity 90.47
Sensitivity 95.92
5.2. Line detection and tracking

In all of our experiments, line detection for the first frame is
performed either automatically or manually. Among 126 video
clips used in our experiments, there were 97 clips in which we
experienced no difficulty finding the four required lines automati-
cally for the first frame. Those clips, in which the line detection did
not work well for the first frame, were selected manually. In all
cases, the remaining lines were detected and tracked
automatically.

Among 13,340 video frames, there were 831 frames (about
6.23%) in which our algorithm did not perform correctly during
the line tracking step. In Fig. 10, the two frames, in which our sys-
tem did not find the proper lines, are shown. In most of these cases,
the lines were not detected because they were hard to be detected,
even by a human observer. Also, in most of the cases, the missing
lines were remained undetected for several consecutive frames.

5.3. Membership identification

The experiments for players’ membership identification are per-
formed on the results of players detection step (refer to Section
5.1) where the detected region includes only one player (among
13,403 players who are detected correctly, there are 9384 regions
that are occupied by one player). During the system learning step,
for each member, at most 10 samples from the beginning frames of
the clips are manually selected. Our experiments show that among
the 9384 players detected, there were 68 cases whose member-
ships were determined incorrectly. Among these 68 cases, there
are 36 cases in which the players are detected near the borders
of the images and the players regions are not completely
observable.

5.4. Players tracking

In a similar manner, using one forth of all frames, the errors in
our players tracking were evaluated. At the players tracking step,
we say an error has occurred when either of the following condi-
tions is met:

� Tracking list points to a position in which there is actually no
player present (FPD).

� Tracking list missed to point a player (FND).

Table 2 list the results obtained from our tracking algorithm.
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Furthermore, to evaluate the proposed Occlusion Reasoning
algorithm, the following items have been mentioned:

� Capability of the algorithm in detecting a player’s position when
occluded by TV logos or advertisement billboards: for this pur-
pose, after the system detects a blob as occluded by TV logos
or advertisement billboards, we consider how long the algo-
rithm is capable to detect the blob position correctly. The system
has detected the beginning of occlusion between a blob and TV
logos or advertisement billboards, 261 times among all of the
frames. There were 2698 cases in which at least 50% of intersec-
tion existed between the real minimum bounding rectangle and
the minimum bounding rectangle detected by Histogram Back-
Projection method.

� Capability of the algorithm in detecting players using the Tem-
plate Matching algorithm in the beginning of occlusion with
other players: Among all of the frames, the system detected
the beginning of occlusion between two blobs, 409 times. The
number of cases in which the system was able to detect the
player using Template Matching algorithm was 3003.

� Capability of the algorithm in identifying players in split step:
The system needed to identify players after the Merge step
604 times, among which 85 separated blobs belonged to more
than one player. Among the remaining players, 324 players were
identified using the Histogram Back-Projection method and 195
players were identified by speed and direction information. Only
6 players in the first case and 36 players in the second case were
identified incorrectly.

5.5. Test cases

In Fig. 4, several frames were shown to illustrate the perfor-
mance of our line tracking algorithm. The same frames are shown
Fig. 11. Results of applying our players tracking algorithm on the sample image
sequence shown in Fig. 4. The red and blue boxes are assigned to each competing
team, the turquoise colour is assigned to goal keeper, yellow box to referee and the
white colour is assigned to cases in which the players are encapsulated. Note that
the displayed numbers are manually added so that they can be indexed in the text.
in Fig. 11 and illustrate the performance of our players tracking
algorithm. In the first frame, players marked 1 and 3 are occluded
by players 2 and 4, respectively. Hence, the system detected the
overlapping players as one player in region-based detection algo-
rithm. In the first frame, players’ memberships are manually deter-
mined. The occluded players are also identified. In Fig. 11, the
occluded players are identified with white boxes. At this step,
the template for each team membership is constructed and up-
dated for each consequent frame.

In the 25th frame, the blob of player 5 is merged with the blobs
of players 3 and 4 that have been detected as occluded players be-
fore. Therefore, at this step, player 5 is searched, using Template-
Matching algorithm, for a region with the most similarity index.
The detected region is similar enough to the player’s template, thus
this region is assigned to player 5 and pixels assigned to this player
are deleted from the non-grass regions. The blob formed from the
remaining non-grass pixels is assigned to players 3 and 4. The same
situation is repeated for the 32nd frame and player 5 is detected by
Template-Matching algorithm. Furthermore, in this frame, players
3 and 4 are detected separately. Therefore, the player’s member-
ship identification step is performed and their memberships are
assigned. Similar situation for players 1 and 2 in frame 40 has hap-
pened and membership is determined for players 1 and 2 after
separating.

As seen in Fig. 11f, players 3 and 5 are merged because the re-
gion with the most similarity index for the template of player 5 is
not similar enough, and therefore the tracking is continued using
Merge-Split approach. Also, since these two players are merged,
their positions in the field model are determined by player 5 which
causes the position of player 3 to be determined incorrectly. Fur-
thermore, there is an occlusion between the goalie (indicated as
player 6) and the advertisement billboards from frame 27. There-
fore, Histogram Back-Projection is used for detecting the goalie.
The result of applying our tracking algorithm on this image se-
quence, for obtaining player 4 trajectory in the field model, is
shown in Fig. 12.

In another experiment, a different image sequence was used
and a few samples of this sequence are shown in Fig. 13. In this se-
quence, the system is not able to detect and track the goalie, be-
cause the image is blurred when the goalie appears in the image
as shown in Fig. 13b. In the first frame, players 1 and 2 overlapped
each other; hence, the system detected the overlapping players as
one player in region-based detection algorithm. These players are
tracked as one region until separation has occurred. At this step,
the players are identified by Histogram Ratio. The tracking results
of players 1 and 2 and their trajectories in the field model are
shown in Fig. 14. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 13f, players
3 and 4 were detected as new players in the scene even though
they were absent in the previous frames.
Fig. 12. Obtained trajectory of player 4 in the field model for the image sequence
shown in Fig. 11.



Fig. 14. Obtained trajectory of players 1 and 2 in the field model for the image
sequence shown in Fig. 13. (Red and blue colours represent players 1 and 2,
respectively, and the gray colour is common between both players.)

Fig. 13. Results of applying our players tracking algorithm on a sample image
sequence. The red and blue boxes are assigned to each competing team, the
turquoise colour is assigned to goal keeper, yellow box to referee and the white
colour is assigned to cases in which the players are encapsulated. Note that the
displayed numbers are manually added so that they can be indexed in the text.
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6. Conclusion

The main objective of this paper is to track soccer players in goal
scenes within a video footage. Goal scenes are important segments
of a soccer game for coaches, players and spectators. The assumed
constraint in this paper (detection of four lines in the penalty area)
is satisfied most of the time. In this paper, players’ positions esti-
mation algorithm is based on finding the four white lines in the
penalty area. In goal scenes, usually all or parts of these four lines
are visible. For close-up shots, one can use other algorithms like
using the information of player’s position in the previous frames
and using Kalman Filter for estimation.

Players are tracked by searching in the output of region-based
detection algorithm. Furthermore, for occlusion reasoning between
players, either Template-Matching algorithm or Merge-Split ap-
proach is used. The Template-Matching algorithm is used when
the detected area is very similar to the player’s template. An
important step in using the Merge-Split approach is identifying
players following the separation from the occlusion. For this pur-
pose, when a player does not have the same membership as oc-
cluded players, the information such as colour, spatial or other
information like player velocity and direction is used.

Experimental results show the capability and robustness of our
algorithm for tracking players even in the presence of occlusion,
fading and fast camera operation. Despite the high performance
of our proposed algorithm, there is a deficiency that is worth being
noted. The deficiency is the miss-detection of players’ positions in
the field model when Merge-Split approach is used. In other words,
when occlusion is encountered, the players are merged together
and their positions are considered the same for all occluded players
and thus an error is highlighted.

Our proposed approach can be applied to other sports video in
which a pre-defined field model is introduced. Future work will
concentrate on developing an algorithm that can deal with com-
plex cases, image mosaicing of a goal scene and automatic goal
scenes detection.
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